Introduction
The algebraic theory of torsion developed here takes values in the absolute Kl-grou p KI(A) of a ring A, with ~ torsion invariant T(f) e KI(A) for a chain equivalence f:C ~D of finite chain complexes of based f.g. free A-modules with zero Euler characteristic.
Whitehead [24] 
T(f) = T(D) -T(C) e KI(A)
The main result of Part I is the iQgarithmic property of absolute torsion with respect to composition
T(gf:C )D >E) = T(f:C >D) + T (g:D dE) ~ KI(A)
As such this is not very p~epossessing. The applications of absolute torsion are more interesting, but will be dealt with elsewhere.
Parts II and III will deal with products and lower K-theory. Some of the applications to L-theory are contained in a forthcoming joint paper w~th Ian Hambleton and Larry Taylor on "Round L-theory".
The following p~eview of the applications of the absolute torsion to topology may help to motivate the paper.
Define a connected finite CW complex X to be round if 
The recent algebraic description due to L~ck [8] of the transfer map
induced in the Kl-groups by a Hurewicz fibration P F > E -~B with finitely dominated fibre F allows the product structure theorem to be extended to the twisted case: the total space E of a fibration with finitely dominated fibre F and round finite base B has a canonical round finite homotopy type, and if
is a fibre homotopy equivalence of such fihrations the homotopy equivalence e:E->E' has absolute torsion
The absolute torsion of a round finite n-dimensional geometric Poincar6 complex B is defined by
satisfying the usual duality T(B)* = (-)nT(B). The Poincar6 complex version of the twisted product structure theorem is that the total space of a fibration F >E P >B with a round finite n-dimensional
• p
Polncare base B and a finitely dominated m-dimensional Poincar6 fibre F is an (m+n)-dimensional Poincare complex E with a canonical round finite structure, with respect to which the torsion of E is given by
In particular, for the trivial fibration E = F xB this is a product
The torsion of the circle S 1 with respect to the canonical round finite structure is
SO that for any finitely dominated m-dimensional 
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The algebraic theory of surgery of Ranicki [17] has a version for round finite algebraic Poincar6 complexes, corresponding to the variant L-groups of Wall [22] in which only based f.g. free modules of even rank are considered (cf. the joint work with Hambleton and Taylor mentioned above). In particular, the round L-theory shows that the algebraic injections of Ranicki [16] :
do not coincide with the geometric injections [19] (for (h,s)) and Pedersen and Ranicki [14] (for (p,h)).
The algebraic expression for B' is given by product with the round finite symmetric Poincar6 complex of S I, defined using the canonical round finite structure on S I.
This paper is a sequel to the algebraic theory of the Wall finiteness obstruction developed in Ranicki [18] . As there we work with chain complexes in an arbitrary additive category ~, although the case = {based f.g. free A-modules} for a ring A is the one of main interest _iso In §i the isomorphism torsion group K 1 (~) of an additive category ~ is defined by analogy with the automorphism torsion group kaut 1 (R) = KI(~) , using all the isomorphisms in~. ~2 is devoted to the isomorphism torsion properties o~ the permutation isomorphisms In order to define the torsion of a chain equivalence it is necessary to first define the torsion of an isomorphism. To this end we iso shall now define the isomorphism torsion group K 1 (~) of an additive aut category, by analogy with the automorphism torsion group K 1 (J~) = KI(~).
Let then ~ be an additive category, with direct sum @. 
. 
An additive category ~ can be given the structure of an exact category by declaring a sequence in St
)M' and there exists a morphism
>M" is an isomorphism.
We shall always use this exact structure. Proof: In order to verify that the natural abelian group morphism
is an isomorphism it suffices to show that for any morphism e:M' in,the elementary automorphism
. aut is such that T (f) = 0 e ~i (A). The automorphisms 
ii) Let f:M ~.M' be an isomorphism in~, and let N be an object.
It follows from the commutative diagram of isomorphisms in 3q 
The isomorphism torsion function iso
is both logarithmic and additive, by construction, and is universal with respect to functions with these properties.
We shall now define logarithmic torsion functions T:iso(~) )K for various additive categories ~of chain complexes in an additive category ~ (with morphisms either chain maps or chain homotopy classes of chain maps), such that K is one of the Kl-groups of ~ considered in $ §i,2. In general these torsion functions will not be additive.
We refer to Ranicki [18] for an exposition of the chain homotopy theory of chain complexes in an additive category ~, adopting the same terminology and sign conventions. [] In ~4 below we shall define a logarithmic torsion function iso T : iso (~r (3;[)) > ~i" (Jl) on a certain full subcategory ~r(o~)c~f(~).
We shall be making frequent use of the following properties of B. 
T(C(gf),C(-1m)) = B(E~SC,D@SD) e K~s°(A)
.iso leads to the required expression for T(C(gf)) C K 1 (~).
ii) The algebraic mapping cone C(f@f') of the sum f@f':C@C' ~D@D' of chain equivalences fits into a short exact sequence of contractible finite chain complexes []
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The class of a finite chain complex C in A is the element of the isomorphism class group of ~ defined by using any representatlve isomorphism f. In both cases The terminology derives from Karoubi [7,p.147 ].
An additive category ~ admits a structure {Z,o} satisfying i)
and The main result of [12] is that there are natural identifications KI(~i+I(A)) = KO(~i(A)) = K_i(A) (i ~O) with K_i(A ) (i ~i) the lower algebraic K-groups of Bass [i] . with the higher K-groups defined using the split exact structure, and the lower K-groups K_j(PO(A)) (j ~i) as defined by Karoubi [7] .
Example The bounded z~l-graded category ~i(Jl) (i 2wl) admits a flasque structure {Z,o,p}, defined exactly as in the previous Example, which is the special case ~t= {f.g. free A-modules}. The splitting map for 
